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Abstract 

There has been a tendency to treat Stateless-Nationalist-Regionalist Parties 

(SNRPs) as special cases when compared to other party types.  With the spread of 

sub-state governmental institutions across Europe, recent literature on SNRPs has 

started to look at these parties from an institutional perspective compared to more 

traditional approaches.  Despite a vast amount of literature covering party 

organisation, how SNRPs reform their party organisation and how sub-state 

institutions shape that organisational reform has been given little attention.  This 

paper aims to partially address this gap by analysing the organisational reform 

processes of two SNRPs, Plaid Cymru and the Scottish National Party.  The paper 

argues that these two particular parties are indeed very similar to other party types in 

this regard, albeit in the context of party specific contexts.  The paper draws on a 

number of interviews conducted with elites from both parties, as well as a range of 

relevant documentary sources. 
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Introduction 

Stateless-Nationalist-Regionalist Parties (SNRPs) have attracted a substantial 

amount of academic interest.  The recent referendum on Scottish independence and 

the ongoing constitutional debates in Catalonia are just two examples of events and 

processes that are influenced by the behaviour and activies of SNRPs.  There is a 

rich and varied literature on the development on SNRPs which examines the roots of 

nationalist sentiment in particular regions, the sociological underpinnings of the rise 

of SNRP support throughout the 20th century, and comparative accounts of the 

development of SNRPs in terms of their ideologies, strategies and electoral 

performance.  Over the past few decades, centrifugal forces have led to the creation 

of sub-state governance structures in a number of territories across Europe and thus 

transforming the opportunity structure of SNRPs quite substantially.  Academic 

literature is consequently beginning to look at how SNRPs adapt to these changing 

contexts. 

In terms of this fledgling literature, attention has been given to SNRPs as parties of 

government.  Elias and Tronconi's (2011) insightful contribution argued that SNRPs 

are shaped by electoral competition with their statewide competitors which leads to 

them facing the same pressures as any other party type.  Such research answers 

Jeffrey's (2009) call for a more intimate synergy between sociological and 

institutional analyses of SNRP development.  The aim of this article is to contribute 

to this growing debate by, firstly, beginning from the premise that SNRPs are like any 

other party type in terms of their experiences and adaptation and, secondly, by 

examining how two particular SNRPs (Plaid Cymru and the Scottish National Party 

(SNP)) have adapted their organisational structures to becoming more office-seeking 

in response to devolution in the UK.  Do the expectations from the literature on how 

political parties adapt organisationally to such contexts hold true for SNRPs?  The 

article posits three expectations drawn from relevant literature and, through empirical 

analysis, assesses to what extent these expectations are met in these two cases.  

Overall, the article finds that these expectations are indeed met and that these 

particular SNRPs face the same pressures and respond in similar ways to other 

party types when office-seeking is a distinct possibility.  However, like other parties, 

the institutional and historical heritage of these parties, as well as their primary goals, 

are important checks on this process. 
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The paper is structured into four main sections.  Firstly, an overview of some of the 

literature on SNRPs is offered, focussing mainly on the idea that these parties are, in 

the context of sub-state governance structures at least, not very different from other 

party types and face very similar pressures.  The second part explores litrature on 

party organisation, positing three 'expectations' of how SNRPs would likely act if they 

are indeed under the same pressures from the electoral marketplace as other party 

types.  The three main areas of party organisation that are dealt with in this section 

are processes of professionalization and centralisation, the rebalancing and 

redressing of member-elite relations, and the checks afforded by institutional and 

historical legacies.  The third section, using empirical data sourced from semi-

structured elite interviews and documentary sources, examines the organisational 

changes and the reasons for them in both parties under examination.  The fourth 

section concludes the article with a discussion of the findings, their theoretical 

relevance, and some future research agendas which are necessary in order to build 

on the findings here. 

Stateless-Nationalist-Regionalist Parties – A party-type like any other? 

A significant body of literature exists which examines parties belonging to the SNRP 

family in a comparative manner (De Winter and Türsan 1998; De Winter et al, 1996), 

their relationship with European integration (Lynch 1996; Elias 2009a; De Winter and 

Gomez-Reino Cachafeiro: 2002) and more recently on the strategic challenges that 

new and regionalized political arenas bring to this party type (Hepburn, 2009; Jeffrey 

2009).  With the creation and strengthening of regional electoral arenas, autonomist 

parties have had to come to terms with moving from a position of having possible 

‘blackmail potential’ to one of ‘governing potential’ (Deschouwer, 2008: 3; Sartori, 

1976: 108-109). Alongside a growing empirical literature, more theoretical literature 

is beginning to emerge studying these parties as parties of government (Elias and 

Tronconi, 2011; Toubeau, 2011).   

There has been a tendency to categorise SNRPs as ‘niche’ actors alongside green 

and radical-parties (Jensen and Spoon, 2010; Wagner, 2012).  This is because of 

the emphasis that these parties tend to place on demands for self-government.  

There is good reason for doing this: although doubts have been raised about the 

homogeneity of this particular ‘party family’ (Coakley, 1992; De Winter and Gomez-
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Reino Cachafeiro, 2002), there is enough resemblance across different political and 

social contexts in order to identify broadly similar ‘primary goals’ (Harmel and Janda, 

1994).  Indeed, Müller-Rommel (1998: 18) defines them as ‘parties that refer to 

geographically concentrated minorities which challenge the working order, even the 

democratic order, by demanding recognition of their cultural identity’.   However, this 

party type also exists to represent and promote discontent at the constitutional status 

quo, advocating anything from cultural autonomy to national independence (Rokkan 

and Urwin 1983: 141).  The implied assumption is that these parties are ‘different’ 

from their more ‘mainstream’ counterparts.  

Drawing upon Meguid’s (2005) typology of ‘niche’ parties, Hepburn (2009: 485-486) 

argues that classifying SNRPs in this way is problematic given that they do not reject 

class based politics, that territorial issues can hardly be described as ‘novel’ in multi-

level systems, and that SNRPs almost universally competes on a wide-range of 

issues and possess broad policy platforms.  Indeed, Hepburn (2009) concludes that 

SNRPs are ‘normal’ political actors alongside other party types.   

Furthermore, according to Jeffrey (2009: 640-641) research into regional party 

competition has been split between a more sociological, case-study approach in 

European political science and a more institutional, comparative approach in the 

United States.  Elias and Tronconi’s (2011) work spans these traditions by taking into 

account the sociological drivers behind SNRP development and the influence that 

their primary goals have on their behaviour, but also considering the institutional 

effect that sub-state institutions have in terms of strategic development.  Indeed, they 

conclude that, as parties of government, SNRPs face the same policy, office and 

vote-seeking pressures and trade-offs (Strøm and Müller, 1999) as any other party 

type. 

The creation of sub-state governmental structures across Europe has opened up 

new ‘spaces for politics’ (Carter and Pasquier, 2010) that have facilitated strategic 

adaptation for SNRPs.  Party elites, weighing up the potential of such institutions to 

provide the basis upon which primary goals can be realised, often take a deliberate 

strategic decision to pursue governmental office (Elias and Tronconi, 2011: 508) and 

strive to achieve political or policy ‘success’ (McConnell, 2010).  How SNRPs adapt 

in this regard has been given some significant coverage in the literature.  However, 
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what has not been explored is how SNRPs adapt their party organisations in order to 

become more office-seeking entities.  This paper represents a first step in 

addressing this gap.  If SNRPs are indeed ‘normal’ and face the same pressures as 

any other party type when in government, then it is logical to assume that the 

pressures to subsequently adjust and adapt organisationally are equally present.  

The next section draws upon literature on party organisation and generates some 

expectations about how parties are likely to adapt organisationally, in this case to 

devolution in Scotland and Wales, in order to assess whether these expectations 

hold for the two SNRPs analysed in this paper.   

Becoming an Office-Seeking Party – Theory and Expectations 

This section draws upon literature on party organisation to generate three 

expectations about how SNRPs are likely to adapt in organisational terms to sub-

state electoral arenas.  These will then be applied to empirical data on how Plaid 

Cymru and the SNP organisationally adapted to devolution.  Although the previous 

section outlined how recent literature on SNRPs points towards them experiencing 

much of the same problems and challenges as other party types, it is important not 

for forget Ware’s (1987: 1) maxim that parties are ‘the product of a specific historical 

experience which is not replicated elsewhere.’  Therefore, the factors that make 

SNRPs distinctive from other party families must not be overlooked.   

Centralisation and Professionalization 

Like business organisations competing for custom, political parties operate in the 

electoral ‘marketplace’ in competition for votes.  In the face of ever-changing 

electoral markets, parties tend to seek to reform their internal organisation to take 

advantage of and insulate from change (Mair et al, 2004a: 11).  A common 

organisational response to these pressures is centralization and professionalization 

where the ‘amateur’ party member is curtailed and the weight and direction of party 

strategy rest more with the leadership (Mair et al, 2004b: 265), and ‘party planners 

may reassess the value of specific organizational features as they develop new 

tactics for securing victory’ (Scarrow, 1996: 26).  Any reorganisation or reform will 

mean a rebalancing of power and influence between Mair’s (1994: 4) three 

organisational ‘faces’: the party in public office, the party in central office, and the 

party on the ground.  Indeed, as Hatch (1997: 83) states, one potential response for 
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an organisation is to favour effectiveness and efficiency over espousing particular 

values and beliefs.   

As Mair et al (2004a) stipulate, the general direction of such changes is towards 

centralisation and professionalization, which can be seen empirically by the shifting 

of strategic functions upwards and into fewer hands.  According to Heidar and Seglie 

(2003: 222), there are three dimensions to organisational change in political parties; 

the organization and activities of party members, decision-making mechanisms, and 

communications.  All three of these dimensions can be subject to processes of 

centralisation where fewer and more professional individuals can take over functions 

that would previously have been overseen by a larger number of amateur activists.  

Having a significant parliamentary presence, such as that which was afforded by 

devolution in the UK, leads to more resources that can be channelled into running a 

more professional party machine.  Therefore, the first expectation is as follows: 

E1: Organisational reforms will result in a more centralised and professional 

organisation that shifts party functions into fewer hands. 

Redressing the Elite-Member Balance 

If the leadership of an SNRP have deemed that becoming a ‘mainstream’ party of 

government (Elias and Tronconi, 2011: 508; Hepburn, 2009) is the answer to political 

and policy success (McConnell, 2010), then the changing context requires a party 

that is more capable of exhibiting effective office-seeking behaviour, supported by a 

successful vote-seeking strategy.  In order to win votes outside the party’s core 

electorate it is necessary to construct a policy profile and political message that 

resonates with these individuals.  This may mean that a ‘watering down’ of the 

party’s primary goals is required in order for them to appear less ‘niche’ and more 

‘normal’ to the sceptical voter, particularly since valence voting is becoming more of 

a now a key motivating factor for voters (Clarke et al, 2009).  Evidence of this has 

indeed been found at devolved elections in the UK (Johns et al, 2009, 2013; Scully 

and Wyn Jones, 2012).  Party leaders, keen to maximize their party’s chances of 

winning political office alone or as part of a coalition, can see more ‘policy-pure’ 

members (Pedersen, 2010: 739-740) as ‘liabilities’ that can facilitate vote-losing 

strategies and thus hamper the party’s vote-seeking ability (Scarrow, 1996: 40-41).   
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The journey towards a more professional party structure inevitably involves the 

restructuring of the party in such a way that removes the liabilities that particular 

members pose and amplifies the asset value of the wider membership.  Party 

leaders will thus look to those areas of the party’s organisation which allow for the 

championing of vote-losing strategies and suggest reforms to minimize this capacity.  

Theoretically, such individuals will reside in the middle of the party’s ‘opinion 

continuum’ (May, 1973), will have access to fairly loosely controlled party 

mechanisms, and have the capacity to use party conference as a platform (Kitschelt, 

1989: 409-410).  Studies into the Labour party, for example, show that reform of 

party conference was a crucial element in portraying a more united and less ‘militant’ 

party (Russell, 2005: Pettitt, 2006).   

Furthermore, the extent to which these active members have control over how 

electoral candidates are chosen (Cross and Blais, 2012; Hazan & Rahat, 2006) will 

affect to what extent parties can pursue ‘electoralist’ strategies (Kitschelt, 1989: 402).  

In other words, candidates who have to gain the support of activists in order to stand 

for election are more likely to be less appealing to the wider electorate given they are 

more likely to be ideological purists.  Any party that is structured as a ‘mass party’ 

(Katz and Mair, 1995: 18) may require a rebalancing of elite-member relations in 

order for the party to appear more competent, professional and have a tight 

message in terms of communication.   

E2: Organisational adaptation to sub-state governance structures will entail a 

rebalancing of elite-member relations that involves curtailing and reforming 

the role and status of party members 

Maintaining traditions and commitments 

Despite the obvious logic behind centralization and professionalization, party elites 

must also be careful not to dismiss the primary goals of the party and upset the 

party’s membership.  Schlesinger (1994: 24) points out, ‘the logic of office-seeking 

leads to an approach to organizing parties that is sharply different from that derived 

from a concern for policy.’  However, it is crucial that members and core voters at 

least perceive that the SNRP that they joined or supported is not diluting ‘the cause’ 

too much (Jeffrey, 2009).  For Plaid Cymru and the SNP, the goal of self-government 
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is, for both parties, the overriding primary goal1 and, as such, represents a crucial 

aspect of the ‘psychological contract’ (Handy, 1993) between members and elites.  

Despite the processes mentioned above usually leading to an increase in leadership 

power, it is not purely a zero-sum game (Loxbo, 2013).  The parties’ primary goals 

are therefore likely to be one of, if not the, most important ‘cause’ into which 

members place their efforts (Epstein, 1967: 261).  Although there has not been, to 

date, a membership study of Plaid Cymru, research into the SNP’s membership finds 

that the party’s primary goal of Scottish independence is the overriding reason why 

members joined the party (Mitchell et al, 2012).   

Before devolution, both parties lacked funding and research capacity from vested 

interests such as trade unions or business, and have thus historically depended 

upon the efforts of highly dedicated individuals.  This reliance on members has been 

reflected in a decentralised organisational structure (McAllister, 1981) and decision 

making structures which were geared towards membership involvement, with annual 

conference acting as the sovereign heart of both parties (Evans, 2001; Lynch, 2013; 

McAllister, 2001; Mitchell et al, 2012; Wilson, 2009).  Although these two parties 

cannot be used to generalise the entire SNRP family, it is generally accepted that 

those SNRPs that made the transition to ‘normal’ political parties did so from the 

point of being a wider nationalist ‘movement’ (Hepburn, 2009: 479).  Movements rely 

on active individuals promoting the cause, and SNRPs will reflect somewhat their 

historical heritage in this regard.  Furthermore, party members are crucial in order to 

fund the party.  Therefore, the cause into which these individuals invest resources 

(such as time and money) will be projected in the organisational structure of the 

party as a shared ‘meaning’ as to the purpose of the party (Eldersveld, 1964) which 

will act as a check on oligarchic tendencies (Michels, 1962 [1911]).  In the case of 

Plaid Cymru and the SNP, these meanings and values are reflected in the 

democratic structures of the parties.  Our third expectation is thus: 

E3: Any reform process will attempt to maintain institutional legacies in order 

to maintain member engagement.          

 

                                            
1 Talk about Dutch CD’s and primary goals (Duncan, 2007) 
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Methods, Data and Questions 

The research design is a comparative case study (Yin, 2009) and the data is drawn 

from 15 semi-structured interviews with elected representatives and party officers 

from both parties (King and Horrocks, 2010; Weiss, 1994) and documentary sources 

(Scott, 1990).  Ten of these interviews are with eight representatives of Plaid Cymru 

with two interviewees being interviewed at a later date.  Five SNP representatives 

were interviewed.  All interviews were carried out over a two-year period between 

2011 and 2013.    

The interview data is used to provide empirical depth which would be otherwise 

unavailable given the experiences of the individuals involved.  Indeed, all of the 

individuals interviewed had a close relationship with the reform process in both 

parties.  The interviewees were granted anonymity on agreeing to be interviewed, 

however the interviews are referenced as coming from either an elected 

representative (AM/MSP) or a party officer.      

Organisation reform in Plaid Cymru  

Background 

Plaid Cymru, pre-devolution, had an organisational structure that was decentralised, 

relied heavily on party member engagement (McAllister, 1981) and was constituted 

at a time where the party had very little chance of being in government at the UK 

level. In the advent of devolution, the party made some modest organisational 

changes in anticipation of the new institutional structures, namely improved policy 

formulation procedures and the introduction of telecampaigning and voter profiling.  

The party also adopted a new logo in the run up to the 2007 Welsh election (Elias, 

2011: 268-270).  However, none of these alterations fundamentally altered the 

organisational structure of the party and were piecemeal in nature.   

After a promising 1999 Welsh election, Plaid Cymru had a disappointing election to 

the Welsh Assembly in 2003, dropping from 17 to 12 seats.  The state-wide parties 

in Wales had subsequently managed to successfully move on to 'nationalist' ground 

and thus took issues away from Plaid Cymru that traditionally belonged to them 

(Elias, 2009b).  After the 2003 election, the party underwent a process of soul-

searching regarding its purpose in Welsh politics: was Plaid Cymru a pressure group 

that existed to promote traditional interests such as the language and self-
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government for Wales, or was it an aspiring party of government (Elias, 2009b: 

127)?  The party divided its UK-level and NAW leadership functions, a situation that 

arose after Ieuan Wyn Jones stood down as President after the 2003 Welsh election 

and Dafydd Iwan was elected as party President despite not being a member of the 

NAW.  Ieuan Wyn Jones was then duly re-elected leader of the Assembly group after 

standing down as President.  This meant that the leader of the Assembly group in 

the NAW and the party’s president were different people. 

The role of President, at this time, had ‘leadership functions’ contradicted that of 

Assembly group leader (Interview with party officer, 3rd October 2011).  The 

leadership arrangements had the potential to create a situation where there was 

confusion over where responsibility lay, and that fostered an element of ‘fear’ and 

‘lack of confidence’ in the leader and made it harder for that individual to ‘move the 

party’ towards government (Interview with AM, 4th October 2011).  This approach to 

Plaid’s leadership was criticised by Simon Thomas, a defeated MP in 2005 and 

currently an AM, who believed that the party needed to recognise a leader in the 

form of a ‘single person around which they can identify in the assembly as the 

person who has the potential...to unite - not just Plaid Cymru members but also build 

a broader coalition’ (BBC, 2005).  Elias (2009c) suggests that the party’s internal 

strife at this time led to Plaid Cymru reverting back to a more ‘niche’ profile.  This 

was compounded by the ‘compromise’ at leadership level that meant the party’s 

strategic direction was confused and ambiguous. 

Despite Plaid Cymru’s internal troubles, the party entered governmental as a junior 

coalition partner in 2007.  However, rather than office-seeking being a self-evident 

trait of being a political party that help political office, being in government would help 

Plaid Cymru mature as an organisation and provide sceptical elements in the party 

with an understanding of what government entailed (Interview with AM, 5th 

September 2011).  Despite a relatively successful period in office in terms of 

achieving primary goals, the party was unable to balance the tension between policy-

seeking and vote-seeking behaviour and, partly as a result, suffered its worst 

electoral performance to date at the 2011 Welsh by winning only 11 seats (McAngus, 

2014). 
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Although the party was successful as a party of government in terms of policy, the 

poor election result in May 2011, an internal party review was set up.  The review 

team set out to look at a number of areas of the party’s organisational structure and 

its broader political strategy, culminating in the publication of a report entitled Moving 

Forward: Renewing Plaid for Wales (Plaid Cymru, 2012a).  Although the party had 

displayed office-seeking behaviour and had indeed held political office, the 

disappointment of the election and the experience of being able to influence policy 

from government legitimised a review into the party’s structure.  On the 16th February 

2013, a special conference was held in Aberystwyth to vote on the report’s proposals 

that required changing the party’s constitution.  Those that did not require 

constitutional change were passed a few months earlier at National Council.  At the 

special conference, the proposals from Moving Forward were almost unanimously 

passed.  The proceedings were over by lunchtime, and there was relief amongst 

Plaid Cymru elites that these reforms were passed without controversy and a belief 

that they represented further steps along Plaid Cymru’s journey towards becoming a 

more professional political party of government (Interview with party officer, 19th 

February 2013). 

Professionalization and Centralisation  

Before the internal review, Plaid Cymru consisted of local branches which acted as 

the party’s primary organisational unit.  However, Moving Forward contained 

proposals to shift the primary unit of the party up to constituency committees.  Party 

elites bemoaned a number of aspects of how branches had previously operated, 

namely that they were often ‘boring’ (Interview with party officer, 3rd October 2011), 

with some so dire that they should be ‘avoided like the plague’ (Interview with party 

officer, 28th September 2011), and that there was a lack of consistency between how 

branches different operated (Interview with AM, 28th September 2011).  When it 

came to campaigning in constituencies, there was often five or six people doing the 

same job (fund-raising, press relations etc) when it would be much more efficient to 

have a ‘regional organiser’ to manage constituency activity more effectively 

(Interview with party officer, 3rd October 2011).  This lead to a lack of ‘consistency’ in 

how effective Plaid’s campaigning capacity was from place to place, with some 

branches performing well and some performing very badly (Interview with party 

officer, 6th October 2011). 
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Moving Forward sets out to address such concerns by recommending that the 

party’s ‘Constitution be amended to make the Constituency Committee the primary 

level of organisation for the party’ with branches ‘[concentrating] their efforts’ on 

maintaining and expanding Treeware2 records, local fundraising, campaigning on 

matters of local importance and social events’ (Plaid Cymru, 2012a: 39).  The 

Constituency Committees on the other hand should take responsibility for political 

strategy within the area, policy development and debate, recruiting and retaining 

members, political education and campaigning, including elections (ibid.).  The report 

recommended that the Constituency Committees model themselves on the 

constituencies of the NAW (ibid.: 40) and that ‘one individual be allocated 

responsibility for the development of Party structure and organisation within each 

Assembly electoral region’ (ibid.: 41).  These proposed reforms constitute a very 

obvious shift of function upwards from branches to the constituency committee.  

Moreover, the fact that ‘one individual’ be ‘allocated responsibility’ for overseeing 

future organisational developments in each electoral region is further proof that there 

is an attempt to streamline the party’s functions and fewer, more professional 

individuals should take a lead role in overseeing any changes.   

Plaid Cymru’s National Executive Council (NEC) has historically had a major role in 

the strategic direction of the party.  However, leaders of the party’s Assembly group 

often felt hamstrung by the NEC because, when it comes to elections and 

campaigns, the body was not ‘strategic enough’ (Interview with party officer, 27th 

September 2011) and met too infrequently to make quick decisions (Interview with 

party officer, 24th March 2012).  According to Moving Forward, ‘[r]etaining the current 

NEC structure will not provide the necessary direction and leadership for the 21st 

century party we aspire to become’, with the report recommending ‘a more focussed 

slimmed‐down membership’ (Plaid Cymru, 2012a: 43).  Related to proposed reform 

of the NEC is placing more control over the everyday running of Plaid into the hands 

of its leadership.  Moving Forward proposes the creation of ‘...a small Leadership 

Team, which will take responsibility for overseeing the day-to-day political tactics of 

the Party along with the executive implementation of the Party’s strategy.’  

Furthermore, the report recommends ‘...that the NEC’s role is refocused on agreeing 

the strategic and political direction of the Party and subsequently scrutinising the 

                                            
2 The party’s data gathering software 
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work of those individuals and teams charged with the implementation of the 

strategy’.  There is therefore a clear move to check the power of the NEC and 

reduce the influence has over the party, while simultaneously shifting more power 

and autonomy to the party’s leadership.     

Member-Elite Relations 

Interview evidence suggests party elites, prior to the reform process and the 

publication of Moving Forward, were quite critical of the influence some very active 

members had over the party.  Most members are, of course, not very active at all, 

but the most active were often mistaken as representing the party as a whole 

(Interview with AM, 28th September 2011).  One AM remarked that it is often very 

difficult to control the party’s ‘hardcore membership’, leading to the party’s elected 

representatives feeling as if they lacked control because the party is governed by its 

executive and motions to conference, all of which are controlled by these ‘hardcore’ 

members which led to the party behaving like a pressure group rather than a ‘fully-

blown’ political party that wants to govern Wales (Interview with AM, 5th October 

2011).   

Kitschelt (1989) argues that loosely controlled sites within party organisations, such 

as party conference, can be used by party members to further their own ends.  

Indeed, party conference was a frequently mentioned aspect of Plaid Cymru’s 

organisational structure that was open to being ‘hijacked’ by activists.  For example, 

a common critique is the idea that the party previously put too much emphasis on 

policy development at conference.  Despite readily acknowledging that branches 

have to be able to put ideas and motions forward, the reality was that only a few 

members from a few branches actually did it which is not representative of the party 

as a whole (Interview with AM, 4th October 2011).  Allegedly, any member of staff in 

Plaid would tell you that the party was ‘too democratic’ in this sense (Interview with 

party officer, 3rd October 2011).  In the end, having a system like this actually deters 

members from becoming more political active because they do not feel like they can 

get really involved in policy discussions (Interview with party officer, 28th September 

2011). 

Moving Forward recommended reforms to Plaid Cymru’s annual conference in order 

to curb the activities of some activists.  For example, delegates from local branches 
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have previously been able to vote on motions whilst ordinary party members 

attending as observers could not, but Moving Forward suggested changing this 

system by allowing every member attending conference to vote (Plaid Cymru, 

2012a: 47).  This proposal met some hostility from local branches at Plaid’s National 

Council in March 2012 where an amendment was tabled, contrary to the 

recommendation in the review, that the current delegate system of voting at annual 

conference should be maintained and that voting should reflect the number of branch 

members (Plaid Cymru, 2012b).  Although the amendment fell at the meeting (Plaid 

Cymru, 2012c), the fact that there was some hostility the recommendation shows 

signs of resistance to the change from those stakeholders who stand to lose 

influence as a result of organisational reform.  Nevertheless, the changes to the 

party’s conference were enacted and, in theory, will mean that very active members 

of the party will no longer be able to dominate votes on conference proceedings. 

Institutional Legacies and Democratic Buffers 

Despite the previous discussion regarding the centralisation and professionalization 

of Plaid Cymru’s structures, as well as steps to curb activist influence in particular 

party functions, the organisational reforms outlined in Moving Forward are careful to 

not upset the organisational traditions of the party.  Indeed, the report stresses the 

notion that party members are ‘assets’ (Scarrow, 1996).  For example, it is deemed 

essential for Plaid to continue to grow its membership base, involve members in the 

workings of the party, and engage them in the process of formulating party policy: 

‘Plaid Cymru’s strength is its membership. The Party must adopt a structure that 

maximises the involvement of the members and ensures a closer working 

relationship between all levels of the Party’ (Plaid Cymru, 2012a: 6).  It also states 

that recruiting new members is a priority because numbers have decreased over 

recent years and this hinders the party’s ability to ‘organise and campaign effectively’ 

(ibid.: 28).  There is also a firm statement ‘[ensuring] the accountability of the elected 

leadership to [members]’ (Ibid: 28) signifying continued support for Plaid’s 

democratic ethos as a party.   

Plaid Cymru’s review report discusses what the party ought to do in terms of 

engaging the membership in a process of political education.  It has been suggested 

that members were often unrealistic about what could be achieved in government 

(Interview with AM, 3rd October 2011).  Moving Forward suggests that Plaid must 
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‘arm its membership more effectively to understand and handle these tensions’ 

through a much more intensive programme of policy formulation and political 

education’ (Plaid Cymru, 2012a: 25).   Although blame could be attributed to the 

leadership in this regard, this part of the report is nevertheless suggesting that 

Plaid’s members need to be more understanding of government in general, but 

perhaps also more trusting of the basic concept of being in power and the trade-offs 

that such a position invariably bestows.  Aside from the need for sheer effectiveness 

as a vote-winning machine, educating members in a particular way is also a process 

whereby the potential for them to become a liability is reduced and their value as an 

asset to the leadership is increased (Scarrow, 1996).  Although these proposals 

could rightly be seen as an example of redressing member-elite relations, they can 

also be seen as a commitment to the idea of Plaid Cymru as a party that is driven by 

its membership.  Indeed, the party has been rather successful in recruiting new 

members since the review was finished, with an increase to just under 8,000 

members by January 2012 (The Guardian, 27th January 2012).  

Organisational reform in the SNP 

Background 

Like Plaid Cymru, the SNP went into devolution with a decentralised organisational 

structure based around activist activity in local branches (McAllister, 1981).  From a 

party that was largely a voluntary body before 1999, devolution transferred the de 

facto locus of power in the party away from its internal structures to the elected 

representatives in the Scottish parliament (Mitchell et al, 2012: 36).   However, the 

party’s constitution was not altered at this time to reflect the changing relevance of 

the SNPs position in Scottish politics.  There were calls for reform of the party’s 

organisational structures back in 1999 by Mike Russell, the then Chief Executive, 

calling for conference to be reformed, a reduction in national office bearers, and 

One-Member-One-Vote (OMOV), changes that were met with much hostility at the 

time (Mitchell et al, 2012: 37). 

The SNP suffered its worst Scottish parliamentary election to date in 2003, losing 8 

seats and returning just 27 MSPs.  As a result of the poor election result, coupled 

with the internal difficulties that were rife in the SNP in the two years leading up to 

the election regarding candidate selection, the then ‘leader’ of the party, John 
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Swinney, enacted a review process to achieve a ‘root and branch rejuvenation of the 

party’ (SNP, 2003).   An internal consultation was held soon after the election which 

resulted in the proposed reforms being: ‘the introduction of One Member One Vote 

for certain Party selection and election processes; the reduction of the size of the 

NEC and the introduction of a role of Business Convener; the introduction of a new 

system of nominations for leadership contests; a code of conduct for members [...]; 

[and] a review of the Party's local structures in light of changing political boundaries.’ 

(SNP, 2004a)  Also significant was the proposal to create the post of ‘party leader’, 

as previously the party had a form of collective government with a ‘convenor’ at its 

head (Mitchell et al, 2012: 36).   

Changes to the party’s constitution went before a special conference in Aberdeen in 

April 2004 (SNP, 2004b).  The final reforms included streamlining the NEC and 

having fewer senior office bearers; the introduction of OMOV for the election of 

leader, deputy leader and in selecting candidates; the creation of the position of 

party ‘Leader’ with the power to appoint a Business Convener.  These reforms were 

overwhelmingly backed at the special conference (Mitchell et al, 2012: 38).  The 

issue of internal reform was a very important one for the party’s leadership, with 

Swinney particularly keen ‘to grasp the thistle of internal reform’ and put the SNP ‘on 

a footing to win the independence which we all seek’ (SNP, 2004).  That footing was 

an office-seeking one, with the party viewing governmental office at the devolved 

level as a platform to set the agenda in favour of constitutional change.  The 2014 

referendum on Scottish independence was the ultimate outcome of this strategy, 

albeit one that failed. 

Professionalization and Centralisation 

For many SNP elites, the party’s decision-making and organisational structures had 

become obsolete after the advent of the Scottish parliament.  The main 

organisational elements open to criticism were the party’s National Executive 

Committee (NEC), the composition of its leadership structures, and the way in which 

membership fees were collected.  Beginning with the NEC, the SNP’s NEC has 

historically had an influential role in the party’s strategy and development (Lynch, 

2013; Mitchell, 1996).  However, because the focus of the SNP was now the 

parliamentary group in the Scottish parliament, tactical decisions were being taken 

every day of the week and the party’s structures for signing off on decisions was 
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becoming too cumbersome and slow (Interview with MSP, 14th March 2013).  By 

2004, there was recognition that it had to be reformed, and the time had come to 

‘slim down’ the NEC in order to allow the ‘leadership to act with a bit more leeway’ 

(Interview with party officer, 2nd August 2012) and give the NEC a mainly 

administrative role.  This particular reform was a key part of Swinney’s reform 

agenda, although there is evidence that, in the face of ‘strong feeling in the Party’, 

the initial, more radical proposals regarding the NEC were altered towards having 

less parliamentarians as members ‘so that it reflects a wider cross section of 

activists’. (SNP, 2004a)  Despite the reform of the NEC being less radical than was 

initially proposed, the changes have meant that the NEC has ‘receded’ and ‘simply 

administrates’ because ‘cabinet makes the big decisions’ with regards to party 

strategy (Interview with MSP, 9th December 2011).   

The party’s previous leadership structures are closely linked to its previous decision-

making shortcomings within the context of devolution.  The SNP, until 2004, did not 

officially have a party ‘leader’.  Instead, the party had a form of collective government 

with a ‘convenor’ at its head (Mitchell et al, 2012: 36).  Although the post of convenor 

was, in effect, the party’s leader, it also came with a number of other roles such as 

leader of the parliamentary group, chief officer of the party and chairman of the 

proceedings of the party.  These roles made it impossible for the convenor to carry 

out all of these roles to the best of their ability, as well as creating a situation where 

roles would come into conflict with one another (Interview with MSP, 14th March 

2013).  The creation of the post of ‘party leader’ solved these problems and further 

compounded the process of the shift of power towards the leadership.  Indeed, the 

freeing of the leader from previously time consuming duties such as administration in 

party HQ meant more time to actually lead the party (Interview with MS), 14th March 

2013) and represented a situation where power and autonomy shifted to the ‘party in 

public office’ supported by the ‘party in central office’ (Katz and Mair, 1995). 

The collection of party membership fees was a big issue before the 2004 reforms.  

Previously, SNP Headquarters sent membership cards to branches who would then 

sell them locally.  Such a method was in operation since the 1960s when branch 

numbers increased rapidly, although the system was not very efficient and many 

members would quietly drift out of the party (Lynch, 2002: 109).  This system also 

meant that it was virtually impossible for the central party to know how many 
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members it had with any real precision.  This, in turn, allowed the SNP ‘to have much 

greater knowledge of members’ and an increased financial capacity which gave ‘a 

campaigning capacity that it never had before’ (Interview with party officer, 11th June 

2012).  After the 1999 election, the SNP was ‘stretched to the limit’ in terms of its 

financial situation (Lynch, 2002: 234).  CAM means that the previously inconsistent 

and unreliable of party funding is replaced with something that is more stable, 

predictable and generates higher yields (Mitchell et al, 2012: 40), and has been 

crucial in providing the party with a strong financial base to campaign for the 2007 

and 2011 Scottish elections, as well as in the Scottish independence referendum in 

2014. 

Member-Elite Relations 

In the summer of 2002, the SNP underwent significant internal tensions selecting its 

candidates for election on the regional list.  To be selected to stand on the list, 

candidates were selected by branch delegates at regional selection meetings.  This 

process had been used for decades in the party, but in 2002 it led to a number of 

senior and capable MSPs being placed so far down the list that they were virtually 

deselected (Mitchell, 2002).   Indeed, as Mitchell et al (2012: 37-38) state, being 

‘known to the activists was more important than having a high public profile.’  The 

lead-up to the 2003 election, and the election itself, was a ‘painful’ period for the 

party (Interview with party officer, 2nd August 2012), and highlighted the ‘detrimental 

effect a small number of individuals could have’ on the party’s campaigning abilities 

and ‘wider morale’ in general (Interview with party, 2nd August 2012), particularly with 

regards to the party’s candidate selection procedures.  The most high-profile incident 

concerned Margo MacDonald who was placed in fifth place on the party’s list and 

was thus effectively deselected (The Scotsman, 11th July 2002).  Andrew Wilson, the 

party’s then finance spokesman and key ally of the leadership also met the same 

fate, along with Mike Russell.   

The method used to select candidates prior to 2004 has been described as ‘bonkers’ 

(Interview with MSP, 9th December 2011) and ‘absurd’ (Interview with MSP, 14th 

March 2013), with many activists having ‘a lot of power’ over the party leadership 

(Interview, 11th June 2012).  Mitchell et al (2012: 37) state that these structures 

ultimately ‘[deprived] the SNP of efforts which would otherwise have been spent 

campaigning amongst the wider electorate’.  Indeed, individuals who wished to be 
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politicians before 2004 had to be ‘focussed on working with activists’ which led to an 

‘internal focus rather than an external one’ (Interview with MSP, 16th November 

2011), meaning candidates were more concerned with appealing to local branch 

activists rather than highlighting their electoral credibility to the wider public.    This 

episode in the party’s history, instigated by the party’s candidate selection structures, 

led the party’s leadership to believe that its electoral chances were being harmed.  

Indeed, party convenor John Swinney stated that in ‘far too many areas of Scotland 

we lack that electoral credibility’ (Swinney, 2003). 

As part of the 2004 reform process, the SNP adopted One-Member-One-Vote for the 

selection of candidates and the party’s leadership.  Opening up the selection process 

in this way was a significant change to the SNPs organisational structure and is 

probably the most significant aspect of the party’s organisational profile to have 

changed.  Despite proposals to implement OMOV ahead of the first Scottish 

Parliament elections in 1999 (Mitchell et al, 2012: 37), the 2003 election provided the 

party’s leadership with the necessary political capital to push for organisational 

change and implement OMOV (Interview with MSP, 14th March 2013).  Despite 

resigning in 2004, Swinney is widely praised within the SNP parliamentary group for 

the reforms he instigated, with one government minister remarking that ‘Swinney 

was pivotal in modernising the party’ and ‘laying the foundations for becoming a 

party of government’ (Interview with MSP, 16th November 2011).  OMOV was thus 

crucial in removing the capacity of very and more ideologically-pure active members 

to use the party’s structures to appoint favourable candidates (May, 1973; Kitschelt, 

1989; Pedersen, 2010)  

Institutional Legacies and Democratic Buffers 

Despite professionalization and centralisation often leading to inflated leadership 

power, this is not always strictly the case (Loxbo, 2013).  Although party conference 

has become more stage-managed and professional over the years, it still retains its 

sovereign character as the ultimate decision making body in the SNP (Interview, 14th 

March 2013; SNP, 2009: 4).  The SNP’s period in government from 2007 was 

extremely harmonious from an intra-party point of view, which is in stark contrast to a 

number of periods in the SNP’s history (Mitchell, 1996; Lynch, 2013).  However, a 

proposal in October 2012 to change the party’s long standing opposition to NATO 

membership on independence was met with hostility.  The proposal put before the 
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party’s annual conference was a significant alteration of existing party policy, namely 

that an ‘SNP Government will maintain NATO membership subject to an agreement 

that Scotland will not host nuclear weapons and NATO continues to respect the right 

of members to only take part in UN sanctioned operations’ (SNP, 2012: 9).  The 

policy update was swiftly rebuked by a number of key figures in the party, and an 

amendment to the policy update was tabled which stated that the Scotland should 

not join NATO and should ‘instead cooperate as part of the Partnership for Peace 

programme and be a full member of the common Security and Defence policy 

(CSDP) of the European union and the Organisation for Security and cooperation in 

Europe’ (Ibid.: 10).  The party’s leadership succeeded in changing the party’s policy 

position on NATO membership, albeit extremely narrowly, but it did result in the 

resignation of two MSPs.   

It was indeed the first time that such a controversial issue had gone before the 

party’s annual conference since the 2004 reforms.  However, it is important to note 

that such a contentious issue arose at the bequest of the party’s leadership.  

According to the opinion of an individual writing in an internal report, the party 

leadership (specifically, the Cabinet), is known for keeping issues off the conference 

agenda, but ‘[the immediate exception to this tendency is the NATO resolution’ 

(SNP, 2012a: 9).  The leadership could conceivably have lost this vote, highlighting 

the limitations of leadership authority and the power of the party’s democratic 

structures.   

Discussion 

The findings above clearly highlight two SNRPs that adapted to a transformed 

institutional environment and an electoral marketplace by reforming their party 

organisation in a way that made them more professional and centralised.  There 

were different motivations for these reforms and they occurred at different times: the 

SNP reformed in advance of governmental participation and as a result of intra-party 

conflict over candidate selection, while Plaid Cymru conducted major reforms after 

being in government and in the absence of any significant intra-party tension.  The 

reasons for these differences are outside the scope of this paper.  There were of 

course similarities in both cases given that reform processes occurred on the back of 

disappointing electoral performances.  These disappointments gave both parties' 
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leaderships legitimate cause to reform organisationally.  Despite differences in terms 

of the actual changes that were made in each case, a clear pattern of shifting party 

functions into fewer, more professional hands, of curtailing members residing in the 

'middle' of May's (1973) curve through the closing down of loose and open structures 

(Kitschelt, 1989), and the subsequent checks that existed as a result of the parties' 

institutional legacies are apparent.   

The idea that SNRPs are indeed 'normal' (Hepburn, 2009) and face the same 

pressures as any other party type (Elias and Tronconi, 2011) has been further 

consolidated by the findings in this paper.  Despite assertions of the anti-

establishment nature of SNRPs like Plaid Cymru and the SNP (Lundberg and Abedi, 

2012), a charge that has some weight given that their primary goals of independent 

statehood for Wales and Scotland are indeed radical, the context of devolution in this 

case has facilitated these particular SNRPs adapting in order to become more office-

seeking and potentially more electorally competitive through the organisational 

emphasis of their 'governing potential' (Sartori, 1976; Deschouwer, 2008).  This has 

involved processes that are adequately covered in literature which applies to 

'mainstream' party types, and so any notion of exceptionalism should not be taken at 

face value simply because of the ultimate aim of these parties.  In short, the SNRPs 

under examination have undoubtedly become 'normal' in an organisational sense. 

Although this article has provided a fairly in-depth analysis of two cases, it obviously 

cannot generalise to other SNRPs in different sub-state territories.  The obvious 

future research agenda on this subject would be to take a more wide-ranging 

comparative approach which includes a greater number of SNRPs.  This could take 

the form of in-depth case studies of individual SNRPs, or a more 'pure' comparative 

approach which could measure organisational adaptation and use statistical 

modelling to analyse the results.  Therefore, the potential exists to construct a body 

of literature which draws upon the methodological synergy between case-study and 

more cross-national comparative approaches in order to provide both in-depth, 

contextual studies of individual SNRPs whilst, concurrently, using quantitative data to 

take a wider approach and rigorously test hypotheses constructed from the literature.  

Such research would also contribute to the literature on political party organisation 

more widely. 
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